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Summary: Q3 marks the start of 
an unsure and uneven recovery
For most of 2020, M&A activity throughout the EMEA region 
has taken place under the cloud of COVID-19. Businesses have 
faced significant practical obstacles as they have pursued 
deals, with lockdowns and travel bans making in-person 
meetings difficult. While technology workarounds have helped, 
the uncertain economic impact of the pandemic has given 
dealmakers in most sectors pause for thought.

The latest International Monetary Fund (IMF) forecasts, from 
October 2020, show the economies of the Eurozone, UK, 
and emerging Europe contracting by 8.3%, 9.8%, and 4.6%, 
respectively, over the course of 2020. In each case, the IMF 
predicts a rebound into recovery during 2021, but not of 
sufficient enough strength to undo the damage wrought  
this year.

In this context, M&A activity has inevitably 
been depressed, as this report examines in 
detail. Throughout the EMEA region, activity 
fell sharply in Q2 in both value and volume 
terms, though in most subregions there was at 
least a small bounce-back in Q3.

Old and new threats arising
Not all sectors have been affected in the same way, of course. 
The technology, media & telecoms (TMT) industry has been a 
notable outlier, with acquirers attracted to its resilience during 
the pandemic, and the boost that COVID-19 has provided in 
some areas.

Nevertheless, the outlook for EMEA M&A remains highly 
uncertain. A second wave of COVID-19, prompting new 
restrictions in many countries, represents a further threat  
to the region’s economic health and to dealmaking activity. 
Other uncertainties, including the impact of November’s US 
election on the region, and the outcome of the tortuous  
Brexit-related trade negotiations between the UK and  
the EU, provide additional reasons for caution.
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Few big cross-border deals sustain modest 
bounce-back
The EMEA M&A market made a modest recovery in Q3 
2020 after a first half in which the COVID-19 pandemic and 
subsequent economic slowdown prompted a sharp decline. 
Nevertheless, M&A activity throughout the region remains 
subdued by historical standards.

In all, there were 1,326 M&A transactions in 
the EMEA region in Q3, a 4% increase on the 
1,274 logged in Q2. However, there were far 
fewer deals compared to Q3 2019, with this 
year’s total representing a decline of 36% on 
last year’s 2,088 transactions.

EMEA M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Somber spirits
In value terms, deal activity followed a similar  
pattern. In Q3 2020, the total value of M&A transactions 
across the region was €158.3bn, an 18% improvement on 
Q2’s €134.3bn. However, this increase was from a low base, 
given that Q2 saw the lowest total value of M&A activity in 
any three-month period of the past 15 quarters.

In comparison to Q3 2019, when the value of M&A 
transactions was €162.9bn, the total for July, August, 
and September 2020 was down by 3%. Moreover, almost 
one-fifth of Q3 2020’s total came from one deal, Nvidia’s 
€32.5bn bid for ARM Holdings, the largest deal of the year 
announced so far.

That deal helped ensure that the UK & Ireland was the most 
significant contributor to M&A transaction values in EMEA 
in Q3: the €61bn worth of deals logged in that subregion 
was almost twice the level recorded anywhere else, with 
DACH contributing the next largest share, €30.6bn. On deal 
volumes, however, the DACH countries of Germany, Austria, 
and Switzerland registered marginally more activity, with 241 
transactions compared to 239 in the UK & Ireland.
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EMEA top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

EMEA top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

EMEA top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

EMEA top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

TMT’s unmatched resilience 
The Nvidia-ARM transaction was also a significant reason 
why the TMT sector recorded €70.4bn worth of deals in Q3. 
However, even without this deal, TMT would have been the 
best performing sector in value terms, ahead of I&C, which 
saw €31.6bn worth of transactions. TMT also hosted Q3’s 
second-biggest deal, with private equity giant KKR acquiring 
a stake in Italy’s Fibercop.

Unsurprisingly, TMT was Q3’s busiest M&A segment, 
contributing 290 deals across the EMEA region. The 
resilience of technology companies in the face of the 
pandemic, as well as consolidation in the telecoms space, 
has maintained appetites for acquisitions in the sector.

Meanwhile, the third-biggest deal of the quarter took place 
in the I&C sector, with France’s Alstom buying the Germany-
based transportation business of Canada-headquartered 
Bombardier for €7.1bn. This sector saw elevated M&A activity 
throughout Q3, with acquirers often looking to exploit new 
opportunities in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis, or to 
consolidate to protect margins and build resilience.

EUR (m)

TMT 127,120
Industrials & chemicals 83,771
Financial services 76,303
Energy, mining & utilities 70,598
Pharma, medical & biotech 25,015

Deal count

United Kingdom 638
France 478
USA 463
Germany 461
Sweden 286

Deal count

TMT 991
Industrials & chemicals 811
Business services 653
Consumer 466
Pharma, medical & biotech 346

EUR (m)

USA 152,800
United Kingdom 75,312
Germany 37,847
France 37,182
United Arab Emirates 23,283
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Source: Mergermarket

EMEA top 10 announced deals, Q1-Q3 2020
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Smaller, strategic transactions
The business services sector also saw a good deal of M&A 
activity in Q3, with 199 deals across the EMEA region during 
the period. Only TMT and I&C registered a larger number of 
deals. Lacking consumer-facing exposure during lockdown 
periods, companies in the sector have continued to sell 
products and services to enterprises looking for improvements 
in areas such as efficiency, productivity, and, in particular, 
digital transformation. The sector thereby continued to attract 
considerable interest from acquirers, though deal sizes tended 
to be smaller than in other industries.

A substantial majority of EMEA M&A deals in Q3 were domestic 
transactions or only involved participants from within the 
region. However, some eagerness for cross-border transactions 
remains, and international bidders continue to take a keen 
interest in EMEA-based companies. US bidders announced 128 
transactions during the period – the €73.6bn worth of deals they 
accounted for, including the two largest transactions, made US 
companies the most significant buyers of EMEA companies.

Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

13-Sep-20 P NVIDIA Corporation SVF Holdco (UK) Limited TMT SoftBank Group 
Corp.; SoftBank 
Investment Advisers

32,506

09-Mar-20 P Aon plc Willis Towers Watson Public 
Limited Company

Financial 
services

31,127

29-Apr-20 C Abu Dhabi National Energy Company 
PJSC

Abu Dhabi Power Corporation 
PJSC (Water and electricity 
generation, transmission, and 
distribution assets)

Energy, mining 
& utilities

Abu Dhabi Power 
Corporation PJSC

18,674

27-Feb-20 C Cinven Partners LLP; Advent 
International Corporation; Abu Dhabi 
Investment Authority; RAG-Stiftung

ThyssenKrupp Elevator AG Industrials & 
chemicals

thyssenkrupp AG 17,200

26-May-20 C Siemens AG (shareholders) Siemens Energy AG Energy, mining 
& utilities

Siemens AG 15,993

07-May-20 P Virgin Mobile Inc./ 
Telefonica O2 Europe Plc JV

Virgin Media Inc; Telefonica 
O2 Holdings Limited

TMT Telefonica S.A.;  
Liberty Global Plc

11,484

03-Feb-20 P Worldline SA Ingenico Group S.A. Business 
services

9,151

23-Jun-20 C Snam SpA; Ontario Teachers’ Pension 
Plan; Brookfield Asset Management 
Inc.; GIC Private Limited; NH 
Investment & Securities Co., Ltd.; 
Global Infrastructure Partners, LLC

ADNOC Gas Pipeline Assets 
LLC (49% stake)

Energy, mining 
& utilities

Abu Dhabi National 
Oil Company

8,941

01-Mar-20 P Kuwait Finance House Ahli United Bank BSC Financial 
services

8,885

31-Aug-20 P Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. L.P.; 
Telecom Italia S.p.A.; Fastweb S.p.A

Fibercop TMT Telecom Italia S.p.A.; 
Fastweb S.p.A

7,700 

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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Source: Mergermarket

Heat chart based on potential companies for sale
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Note: The Intelligence Heat Charts are based on 
‘companies for sale’ tracked by Mergermarket in 
the respective regions between April 1, 2020 and 
September 30, 2020. Opportunities are captured 
according to the dominant geography and sector  
of the potential target company.
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According to our forward-looking heat chart, which illustrates 
the distribution of ‘companies for sale’ stories on the 
Mergermarket intelligence tool through Q3 2020, dealmakers 
should expect the EMEA TMT industry to enjoy the greatest 
volume of M&A activity in the near term. This is a sure sign of 
heightened interest in technology assets and the ongoing 
consolidation of telecoms businesses across Europe.

The data reveals that there were 634 stories about TMT 
companies coming to market, far surpassing the next most 
popular sectors, among which consumer (471 stories overall) 
and industrials & chemicals (I&C) (422 stories) stand out.

More than most, consumer companies are having to adjust 
quickly to the ‘new normal’ ushered in by COVID-19. Many 
customers are ensconced at home at the behest of their 
governments, necessitating a pivot towards e-commerce 
activity and other innovative practices to shore up business.

In a depressed market, few other industries – and indeed few 
EMEA countries beyond the traditional powerhouses of the  
UK & Ireland (384 stories) and the DACH nations (also 384),  
as well as the surprisingly buoyant Italy, Spain, and Portugal 
(442 stories) – are leaving much of an impression.

Outlook:  
EMEA heat chart



UK & Ireland



Cross-border deals guard against 
internal economic fragility 
M&A in the UK & Ireland bounced back somewhat in Q3 2020 
after a challenging first half, but remains subdued compared to 
the past three years. The subregion recorded 239 deals worth 
€61bn in Q3, up from 208 worth only €28.7bn in Q2.

While these totals meant the UK & Ireland was 
the busiest EMEA subregion in Q3, they were 
well down on the same period last year, which 
saw more than 400 deals.

 
The picture is rosier in value terms. Q3 2019 saw €47bn worth of 
deals against €61bn this year, albeit that the latter was buoyed 
by the €32.5bn Nvidia-ARM deal.

UK&I M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Tech firms make hay
Inevitably, the slowdown reflected the adverse effects of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, with the UK suffering a more serious 
economic impact than other major global economies. In 
addition, both the UK and Ireland continued to be mired in the 
ongoing uncertainties of Brexit, with negotiations between the 
UK and EU at an impasse.

Q3 did see the return of some big transactions. US computing 
giant Nvidia moved to acquire chip manufacturer ARM Holdings 
for €32.5bn. The deal is politically controversial, with some 
members of parliament demanding assurances that British jobs 
will be safeguarded. The second-biggest deal from Q3 also saw 
a US bidder swoop in on a UK-based technology asset, with 
analytics company Clarivate agreeing to buy IP management 
group CPA Global for €6bn.

These deals, and more than 50 other transactions in the sector, 
made TMT the busiest M&A segment in both value and volume 
terms in Q3, reflecting its growth prospects and resilience 
during the pandemic. Many technology businesses in areas 
such as e-commerce have been unaffected by, or have even 
benefitted from, the crisis.
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UK&I top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

UK&I top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

UK&I top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

UK&I top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

EUR (m)

TMT 59,223
Financial services 38,612
Industrials & chemicals 20,867
Leisure 10,638
Pharma, medical & biotech 2,799

Deal count

United Kingdom 456
USA 172
Ireland (Republic) 38
France 24
Sweden 19

Deal count

TMT 208
Business services 184
Industrials & chemicals 100
Financial services 86
Consumer 70

EUR (m)

USA 71,068
United Kingdom 56,719
Canada 4,977
Switzerland 4,826
Spain 3,439
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Consumer-facing companies suffer 
The €4.7bn hostile bid by Canada’s GardaWorld for G4S 
rounded out the UK & Ireland’s three largest M&A deals in 
Q3. That transaction also accounted for more than two-
thirds of the €6.5bn of deals seen in the I&C sector, the 
second largest by value after TMT. In volume terms, I&C, 
which has suffered from COVID-19 issues ranging from 
supply chain disruption to reduced demand, was only the 
third busiest (26), with business services recording more 
deals (50).

By contrast, M&A activity in the consumer sector – one of 
the busiest areas of the market during the same period 
last year – remained depressed in Q3. With the outlook 
remaining highly uncertain for many consumer-facing 
businesses as governments continue to search for an exit 
strategy from COVID-19, the €409m worth of deals seen in 
the consumer sector in Q3 was down almost 75% on last 
year’s figure of €1.6bn; deal volumes more than halved, from 
43 to 21.

The opposite effect was seen in pharma, medical & biotech 
(PMB), the sector on the frontline of the battle against 
COVID-19. It recorded €917m worth of deals in Q3 2020, 
a dramatic increase from the same period a year ago 
when activity totalled just €187m, in spite of deal volumes 
decreasing slightly from 23 in Q3 2019 to 22 this year.



Source: Mergermarket

UK&I top 10 announced deals, Q1-Q3 2020
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Strong inbound appetite
Other notable M&A transactions announced in the UK & Ireland in 
Q3 included Caesars Entertainment’s €3.6bn bid for bookmaker 
William Hill, which the US company hopes will enable it to exploit 
the 2018 overturn of a legal ban on sports betting. Elsewhere, 
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance’s €2.3bn deal to take 
control of financial services business Rothesay Life meant that the 
five largest Q3 deals involved North American acquirers.

That being said, those big-ticket transactions mask a marketplace 
in which domestic deals were much more common, albeit of lower 
total value. Still, these larger deals prove that despite concern 
about Brexit and the UK’s economic fragility, there is continuing 
appetite for cross-border acquisitions of UK & Irish companies. 
No other EMEA subregion saw so many international bids for 
domestic companies, or a higher value of such deals.

Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

13-Sep-20 P NVIDIA Corporation SVF Holdco (UK) Limited TMT SoftBank Group Corp.;  
SoftBank Investment Advisers

32,506

09-Mar-20 P Aon plc Willis Towers Watson Public 
Limited Company

Financial 
services

31,127

07-May-20 P Virgin Mobile Inc./ 
Telefonica O2 Europe 
Plc JV

Virgin Media Inc;  
Telefonica O2 Holdings Limited

TMT Telefonica S.A.; Liberty Global 
Plc

11,484

29-Jul-20 P Clarivate Analytics Plc CPA Global Limited TMT Leonard Green & Partners, L.P.; 
Partners Group Holding AG; 
Castik Capital S.a.r.l.

6,014

26-Feb-20 C Blackstone Group L.P. iQ Student Accommodation 
Limited

Leisure Goldman Sachs & Co. LLC;  
The Wellcome Trust Limited

5,548

30-Sep-20 P GardaWorld - BC Partners 
Consortium

G4S Plc Industrials & 
chemicals

4,661

18-Mar-20 C Kohlberg Kravis Roberts 
& Co. L.P.; Hermes 
Infrastructure

Viridor Waste Management 
Limited

Industrials & 
chemicals

Pennon Group Plc 4,555

29-Jun-20 P INEOS Group AG BP Plc (global petrochemicals 
business)

Industrials & 
chemicals

BP Plc 4,446

30-Sep-20 P Caesars Entertainment, 
Inc

William Hill Plc Leisure 3,578

28-Jan-20 P BorgWarner Inc. Delphi Technologies PLC Industrials & 
chemicals

2,565

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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DACH



Strong fundamentals and management 
signal speedier DACH recovery
The DACH countries – Germany, Austria, and Switzerland – 
posted stout M&A figures in Q3. There were 241 transactions 
worth €30.6bn during the months of July, August, and 
September, up 12.6% and 13.7% from the 214 deals totalling 
€26.9bn in Q2. The recovery was so pronounced that, at 
least in value terms, DACH M&A activity in Q3 2020 actually 
outperformed the same period in 2019 (€22.8bn).

Through 2020, the DACH M&A market has  
been somewhat subdued relative to its 
performance over the past three years. 
Nevertheless, and in comparison with  
other EMEA subregions, DACH deal activity 
has proved robust in the face of the  
COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent 
economic slowdown.

DACH M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Strong foundations
That resilience is built on the strength of the German 
economy, the busiest of the DACH countries for M&A activity 
in Q3. Germany’s economy has weathered the COVID-19 
storm better than most of its European neighbors: its GDP 
decline during the lockdown was less pronounced, while its 
early recovery is projected to be stronger.

Switzerland, where deal activity has also bounced back, is 
performing relatively strongly, too. Its government hopes 
the country’s economy will return to pre-crisis levels by the 
end of 2021, with GDP now expected to shrink by just 3.8% 
this year, compared to earlier forecasts of 6.2%.

The biggest deal in the DACH countries in Q3 2020 saw 
French mobility equipment maker Alstom agree to pay 
€7.1bn for German rail solutions company Bombardier 
Transportation. The transaction will create the world’s 
second-largest train maker, underscoring the increased 
investment in rail infrastructure around the world.
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Industrials lifeblood 
The second-largest DACH transaction, EP Global 
Commerce’s €6.6bn bid for German food group Metro, 
reflects the ambitions of EP’s owner, Czech businessman 
Daniel Křetínský, to expand his activities in Western Europe. 
Metro focuses largely on the wholesale sector, which has 
exhibited its defensive qualities during the COVID-19 crisis.

The next biggest deal in the DACH subregion in Q3 saw 
US telecoms business Liberty Global agree to pay just 
over €6bn for Swiss mobile phone company Sunrise 
Communications. The deal is the latest stage of a round 
of consolidation in Europe’s mobile telecoms sector and 
will increase the competition for Switzerland’s incumbent 
player, Swisscom.

DACH top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

DACH top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

DACH top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

EUR (m)

Industrials & chemicals 36,720
Energy, mining & utilities 21,531
TMT 19,923
Consumer 9,247
Pharma, medical & biotech 6,173

Deal count

Industrials & chemicals 207
TMT 171
Pharma, medical & biotech 85
Business services 82
Consumer 73

EUR (m)

Germany 29,901
USA 29,595
France 9,677
United Kingdom 9,531
Austria 6,961
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DACH top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

Deal count

Germany 351
Switzerland 75
USA 72
United Kingdom 34
France 33

The size of the above-mentioned Alstom-Bombardier 
deal meant that I&C was by far the leading DACH 
sector for M&A in value terms (€10.9bn) in Q3 2020. 
But the sector was also the busiest venue for deal 
activity, with more transactions (77) than any other as 
businesses revisited pre-pandemic plans or positioned 
themselves for the post-COVID-19 landscape.

The TMT sector also saw plenty of activity (54 deals) 
in Q3, led by the Liberty-Sunrise transaction, but 
also taking in many smaller deals. The sector’s 
resilience during the COVID-19 pandemic has 
boosted interest in acquisitions. Indeed, the total 
value of M&A in the sector in Q3 2020, at €7bn, 
was more than 2.5x times higher than in the same 
quarter last year (€2.7bn).



Source: Mergermarket

DACH top 10 announced deals, Q1-Q3 2020
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Big-ticket overseas interest 
By contrast, consumer-facing companies have suffered 
greatly during COVID-19-induced lockdowns. In value 
terms, the DACH consumer sector was the third-best 
performer for M&A activity in Q3 (€6.7bn), but that hinged 
largely on EP Global’s bid for Metro; deal volumes in the 
sector fell by almost 40% compared to Q3 2019. Industries 
including PMB and business services surpassed the 
consumer sector on deal activity as measured by volumes.

The DACH countries continue to be a happy hunting 
ground for international acquirers. Seven of the 10 largest 
transactions in Q3 involved an extra-regional bidder, with 
buyers from Europe, North America, and Asia-Pacific all 
represented. Domestic deals (predominantly German-led) 
continue to account for most M&A transactions in the DACH 
region, but overseas acquirers were responsible for the 
largest bids – in value terms, bidders from the UK, France, 
the Czech Republic, and the US were all more active than 
DACH companies in Q3 2020.

Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

27-Feb-20 C Cinven Partners LLP; Advent 
International Corporation; Abu Dhabi 
Investment Authority; RAG-Stiftung

ThyssenKrupp Elevator AG Industrials & 
chemicals

ThyssenKrupp AG 17,200

26-May-20 C Siemens AG (shareholders) Siemens Energy AG Energy, mining 
& utilities

Siemens AG 15,993

16-Sep-20 P Alstom SA Bombardier Transportation 
GmbH

Industrials & 
chemicals

Bombardier Inc.; Caisse 
de Depot et Placement  
du Quebec

7,095

13-Sep-20 P EP Global Commerce, a.s. Metro AG (70.26% stake) Consumer 6,592

12-Aug-20 P Liberty Global Plc Sunrise Communications 
AG

TMT 6,086

12-Mar-20 P OMV AG Borealis AG (39% stake) Industrials & 
chemicals

Mubadala Investment 
Company PJSC

5,712

09-Jan-20 C Insight Partners Veeam Software AG TMT Canada Pension Plan 
Investment Board

4,501

29-Jun-20 C Ado Properties S.A. CONSUS Real Estate AG 
(51% stake)

Real estate Aggregate Holdings S.A. 3,226

20-Sep-20 P KPS Capital Partners, LP Garrett Motion Inc Industrials & 
chemicals

3,077

10-Feb-20 C EQT Partners AB; OMERS 
Infrastructure Management Inc.

Deutsche Glasfaser 
Holding GmbH

TMT Kohlberg Kravis Roberts 
& Co. L.P.; Reggeborgh 
Groep

2,800

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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France



Coronavirus resurgence undercuts 
chances of quick comeback  
The French M&A market has been among those hit hardest by 
the COVID-19 crisis, with deal activity having declined sharply 
in Q2. Moreover, and unlike many of its peers, France struggled 
to see any meaningful bounce-back in Q3.

In July, August, and September, France logged 
138 M&A transactions worth €7.2bn in total,  
a very modest improvement on Q2’s 121 deals 
worth €5.2bn.

 
The comparison with Q3 2019 is striking. In that period, France 
registered 236 M&A transactions with a total value of €13.5bn, 
meaning year-on-year deal activity has roughly halved.

France M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Second waves and strike action
One factor contributing to France’s downcast M&A market is 
the longstanding anxiety of international buyers about the 
hurdles they face when making acquisitions in the country. 
Recent reforms have gone some way towards addressing these 
barriers, but, in an increasingly risk-averse climate, cross-
border acquisitions of French companies have fallen.

Simultaneously, France became one of the first countries 
in Europe to have to contend with a potentially devastating 
second wave of the pandemic, with case numbers surging 
in September. This represented a major setback for the 
government, which anticipates a 10% contraction in France’s 
economy this year. A wave of industrial action in September, 
with unemployment rising rapidly, further harmed sentiment 
in Q3.

Nevertheless, bidders have continued to seek opportunities. 
The biggest deal announced in France in Q3, KKR’s €3.3bn 
acquisition of hospital group Elsan, is a good example, with 
the PE group swooping in on the business ahead of a planned 
auction process by its owner, CVC Capital Partners.
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Medical specialists get pandemic boost
Q3’s leading sector in respect of aggregate deal value was 
PMB, which logged €3.8bn on just 15 transactions (fifth 
overall), including three of France’s 10 largest deals. These 
include the above-mentioned KKR-Elsan transaction, as 
well as two deals for businesses in the fast-growing medical 
instruments market, with Amplitude Surgical and Medicrea 
Technologies bought by PAI Partners and Medtronic, 
respectively. More broadly, PMB businesses continue to 
attract attention as investors focus on the public health 
response to the pandemic.

In contrast, M&A in France’s consumer sector remained 
depressed amid huge uncertainty about the outlook for 
customer-facing businesses. There were just 20 consumer 
deals in Q3, down from 38 during the same period last year. 
Deal values fell even more dramatically, collapsing to €97m 
from €1.9bn in Q3 2019.

Domestic transactions accounted for more than two-thirds of 
Q3 deal activity in France, but international interest has not 
entirely evaporated. US bidders continued to seek selective 
opportunities, buying 14 French companies for a total of 
€4.8bn over the period.

France top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

France top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

France top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

France top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

EUR (m)

Business services 13,278
Pharma, medical & biotech 10,763
Industrials & chemicals 4,582
TMT 3,601
Financial services 2,191

Deal count

France 306
USA 32
United Kingdom 24
Germany 14
Belgium 12
Switzerland 12

Deal count

TMT 106
Industrials & chemicals 74
Business services 72
Consumer 68
Pharma, medical & biotech 39

EUR (m)

France 14,753
USA 6,741
Singapore 5,125
Canada 2,980
United Kingdom 2,453
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France top 10 announced deals, Q1-Q3 2020
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PE pursuing burgeoning tech 
Led by the KKR-Elsan transaction, PE buyers were particularly 
active in the French market in Q3, accounting for seven 
of the 10 largest deals. That included the second-biggest 
transaction, Silver Lake’s €600m acquisition of Silae, which 
provides cloud-based payroll and HR software. Those 
technologies are attractive to Silver Lake, which, like a number 
of TMT investors, has bet heavily on similar digital tools across 
a range of industries.

France’s third-largest Q3 deal also involved PE, with KKR 
supporting Godefroy and Stanislas de Bentzmann, the founders 
of IT consultancy Devoteam, who made a €533m bid to regain 
control of the business services company. Devoteam is a 
different take on the digital transformation play, working with 
enterprise customers to upgrade and enhance their IT estates.

Such transactions meant that, in M&A value terms, TMT and 
business services were the second- and third-biggest sectors, 
respectively, in France in Q3. Moreover, TMT was the busiest 
sector by volume (30 deals), as bidders looked for similar 
opportunities in a buoyant industry.

Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

03-Feb-20 P Worldline SA Ingenico Group S.A. Business services 9,151

04-Feb-20 C Mitsui & Co., Ltd.; Temasek Holdings 
Pte. Ltd.; Sofiproteol SA; EMZ Partners; 
Sagard Private Equity Partners; Public 
Sector Pension Investment Board; Klocke 
Gruppe; ContiGroup Companies, Inc; Hopu 
Investment Management Co., Ltd.; Tethys 
Investment Management LLC; Merieux 
Equity Partners S.A.S.

Ceva Sante Animale S.A. Pharma, medical 
& biotech

5,000

17-Jul-20 P Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. L.P.; Ardian Elsan SAS Pharma, medical 
& biotech

CVC Capital 
Partners Limited; 
Tethys Investment 
Management LLC

3,300

06-Mar-20 C Montagu Private Equity LLP; Canada 
Pension Plan Investment Board; Bpifrance 
SA; Tethys Investment Management LLC

Galileo Global Education Business services Providence Equity 
Partners L.L.C.; 
Mubadala Capital

2,200

06-Mar-20 C Firmenich SA Les Derives Resiniques 
Et Terpeniques SA

Industrials & 
chemicals

Ardian; Tikehau 
Capital Partners

1,700

20-Jan-20 C Cobepa S.A.; Credit Mutuel Equity Gerflor SAS Construction Intermediate 
Capital Group Plc

1,600

27-May-
20

P Bridgepoint Advisers Limited Financiere CEP SAS Financial services J.C. Flowers & 
Co. LLC; CHG 
Participations 
SAS

1,300

17-Jan-20 C Ardian; UI Gestion SA; Groupe HLD Elivie SAS Pharma, medical 
& biotech

950

27-Jan-20 C Silgan Holdings Inc. Albea Services S.A.S 
(Global Dispensing 
Systems business)

Industrials & 
chemicals

Albea Services 
S.A.S

816

17-Feb-20 P Caisse de Depot et Placement du Quebec Alstom SA Industrials & 
chemicals

700

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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Nordics



Hardy Nordic economies capitalize on 
robust fundamentals and reputation  
The well-developed digital infrastructure of Scandinavian 
and Nordic countries has proved hugely valuable in the battle 
against COVID-19. Finland, Norway, and Denmark have all won 
plaudits for the way they have harnessed technology to mitigate 
the virus’s impact. And while Sweden has taken a different – 
and somewhat controversial – approach to combatting the 
pandemic, its digital strengths have nonetheless supported the 
country’s economy.

The numbers bear this out. While the 
economies of the UK and Eurozone  
contracted 19.8% and 11.8%, respectively,  
in Q2, Finland’s GDP was down only 4.5%,  
with Sweden, Denmark, and Norway  
registering declines of 8.3%, 7.4%, and  
6.3%, respectively.

Nordics M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Absorbing blows, sustaining performance
M&A activity in the Nordics reflects this relatively lower 
degree of economic volatility. Considering 2020 so far as a 
whole, the Nordics have seen a drop-off in dealmaking, both 
in value and volume terms. But the declines from 2019’s 
figures have not been nearly as pronounced as in other 
parts of EMEA, and this year has seen a much smoother 
profile of activity.

The Nordics in the first three quarters of 2020 registered 
238, 209, and 218 deals, respectively, with deal values 
growing quarter-on-quarter, from €3bn to €6.4bn and finally 
€14.8bn. Q3 2020 deal volumes are not so divergent from 
the same period last year, when the Nordics logged 252 
announced deals, although they totalled a considerably 
higher aggregate value of €25.5bn in 2019.

The headline Q3 deals in the Nordics underline how 
businesses are investing more and more in digitalization. 
The largest transaction saw Stockholm-based investment 
company EQT Partners acquire enterprise software provider 
IFS in a €3bn transaction.
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Global credentials
By deal volumes, TMT was the busiest sector for Nordic M&A 
activity in Q3, with its 54 deals down only marginally from 
the 59 logged Q3 2019. As in other EMEA subregions, many 
Nordic TMT businesses have been providing crucial services in 
these times of lockdowns and social distancing. Additionally, 
the technology theme extends beyond the TMT sector. In 
financial services, for instance, the €548m of funding secured 
by Klarna Bank reflects the Swedish payments company’s 
rapid growth on the back of booming e-commerce sales.

Nordics top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

Nordics top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

Nordics top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

EUR (m)

Industrials & chemicals 7,676
TMT 5,002
Business services 1,661
Energy, mining & utilities 1,054
Real estate 828

Deal count

TMT 167
Industrials & chemicals 118
Business services 113
Construction 51
Consumer 44

EUR (m)

USA 7,805
Sweden 6,581
Norway 3,204
Denmark 1,349
Finland 1,239

22

Nordics top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

Deal count

Sweden 214
Norway 131
Denmark 97
Finland 61
USA 42

The relative economic resilience of the Nordics – and 
the region’s strong digital credentials – has seen 
businesses in the subregion attract international 
interest. While most transactions in the Nordics in Q3 
were domestic, extra-regional acquirers were active, 
in particular US (19 deals worth €7.1bn) and German 
bidders (€1.1bn on 6 deals).

This cross-border appetite for Nordic companies is likely 
to expand further if, as is expected, the region is able to 
bounce back more quickly from the COVID-19 crisis than 
many of its hardy European neighbors.



Source: Mergermarket

Nordics top 10 announced deals, Q1-Q3 2020
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Fresh competition 
In the second-largest transaction announced in the 
Nordics, a consortium led by US PE firm Bain Capital 
acquired Finnish fiber-based products supplier Ahlstrom-
Munksjö for almost €3bn. The deal is indicative of the rising 
competition in the company’s key markets, with Bain and 
its fellow investors promising significant investment to 
support growth.

The Nordics’ third-biggest Q3 deal also came in the I&C 
sector, when Sweden’s Alfa Laval offered €1.7bn for 
Finland’s Neles Corporation. The acquirer, one of Europe’s 
biggest engineering businesses, believes the industrial 
flow control market in which Neles specialises offers 
significant near-term growth potential.

That announcement helped to make I&C the leading 
sector for M&A by deal value in the Nordics in Q3, totalling 
€6.5bn on 39 deals. Businesses in the sector continue 
to consolidate: with technological innovation and 
digitalization drives continuing at pace, M&A represents an 
important route to acquiring crucial IP.

Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

14-Jul-20 P EQT Partners AB; TA Associates Management, LP. Industrial & 
Financial Systems 
AB

TMT EQT VII Fund 3,000

24-Sep-20 P Bain-Ahlstrom-Viknum-Belgrano Consortium Ahlstrom-Munksjo 
Oyj

Industrials & 
chemicals

2,960

24-Jun-20 P Evolution Gaming Group AB NetEnt AB Leisure 2,039

13-Jul-20 P Alfa Laval Corporate AB Neles Corporation Industrials & 
chemicals

1,727

16-Jun-20 C Consortium of Investors Veidekke Eiendom 
AB; Veidekke 
Eiendom AS

Real estate Veidekke ASA 809

26-Sep-20 P EQT Partners AB Chr. Hansen Natural 
Colors A/S

Industrials & 
chemicals

Chr. Hansen 
Holding A/S

800

21-Feb-20 C Royal DSM N.V. Glycom A/S Pharma, 
medical & 
biotech

Nestle S.A. 765

20-May-20 C Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA (leaseholders) Norwegian Air 
Shuttle ASA  
(55.08% stake)

Transportation 658

24-Apr-20 P Orifarm Group A/S Takeda 
Pharmaceutical 
Company Limited 
(OTC drug 
operations in 
Europe)

Pharma, 
medical & 
biotech

Takeda 
Pharmaceutical 
Company 
Limited

615

15-Sep-20 C Permira Advisers LLP; Commonwealth Bank of Australia; 
Silver Lake Partners; Bonnier AB; GIC Private Limited; 
Technology Crossover Ventures; Sequoia Capital; 
Northzone Ventures AS; Bestseller A/S; BlackRock 
Capital Investment Corporation; Ant Financial Services 
Group; Snoop Dogg (private investor); Dragoneer 
Investment Group, LLC; Merian Chrysalis Investment 
Company Limited; HMI Capital LLC

Klarna Bank AB 
(publ)

Financial 
services

548

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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Italy & Iberia



Rays of sunlight breaking through  
in hard-hit Southern Europe

The economies of Southern Europe are 
fighting back from the effects of the COVID-19 
crisis but suffering contrasting fortunes.

In Italy, economists had expected the country to see a greater 
decline in its GDP than any other large European nation. But 
they have since revised their forecasts upwards following a 
much stronger-than-anticipated bounce-back in Q3. Italian 
industrial output rose 7% in August alone, for example.

In Spain, by contrast, the IMF sees recovery as a long way off, 
predicting that the country’s economy will shrink by 12.8% over 
2020, more than any other advanced economy. Portugal, even 
more dependent on tourism than its neighbor, is also struggling.

Italy & Iberia M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Signs of life
The ability of these countries to move on from the crisis is also 
in doubt, as fears rise of a second wave of COVID-19 in much of 
Europe. With infection rates mounting once again, both Spain 
and Italy introduced new restrictions in October.

Such travails have invariably taken their toll on the M&A market. 
In Q1 of this year, deal activity in Italy & Iberia was broadly 
in line with the same period from 2019, but deal values and 
volumes plummeted in the following quarter. Q3 saw a limited 
recovery, with a nominal increase in the number of deals from 
181 to 187. However, that figure was still far below that of the 
same period last year, when the subregion logged 323 deals.

Larger transactions, however, have made a return. The total 
value of deals in Italy & Iberia was €26.1bn in Q3 2020, up from 
€17.6bn in Q2 and surpassing last year’s Q3 total of €19.4bn. 
In fact, the latest three-month period saw the highest total 
quarterly value of announced deals achieved in the subregion 
since Q3 2018.
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I&I top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

I&I top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

I&I top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

I&I top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

EUR (m)

TMT 18,564
Financial services 13,916
Energy, mining & utilities 8,018
Industrials & chemicals 4,203
Consumer 3,596

Deal count

Italy 199
Spain 152
France 49
United Kingdom 43
USA 41

Deal count

Industrials & chemicals 140
Consumer 91
TMT 86
Business services 67
Energy, mining & utilities 65

EUR (m)

USA 16,932
Italy 13,138
Spain 10,247
Portugal 4,680
Netherlands 4,292
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Consolidation and diversification
The return of a few, larger transactions to the market played 
a significant part in ensuring that key sectors recorded the 
largest transaction values in Q3, with TMT (almost €10bn 
in aggregate) well ahead of any other. On deal volumes, 
however, there was a fairly even spread of transactions 
across a range of industries.

The I&C sector was the busiest of all in Italy & Iberia, with 
43 Q3 deals worth €2.9bn in aggregate. As in several 
other countries, deal activity has been boosted by a 
spate of consolidation as businesses look to capitalize on 
technological innovation.

The consumer sector recorded 35 deals, despite the 
exposure of many customer-facing companies to the worst 
impacts of COVID-19. Still, this was well down on the 61 
transactions logged in the sector during the same period 
last year.

Domestic bidders – mostly from Italy – accounted for more 
than two-thirds of all deals announced in the subregion in 
Q3 and for almost half of overall deal value. However, as US 
private equity firm KKR’s involvement in the largest deal of 
the quarter underlined, overseas acquirers have continued 
to look for opportunities in Europe. US bidders did more 
than €9bn worth of business in Italy & Iberia in Q3, with UK 
acquirers accounting for a further €2.1bn of deals.



Source: Mergermarket

Italy & Iberia top 10 announced deals, Q1-Q3 2020
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Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

31-Aug-20 P Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & 
Co. L.P.; Telecom Italia S.p.A.; 
Fastweb S.p.A

Fibercop TMT Telecom Italia S.p.A.;  
Fastweb S.p.A

7,700

17-Feb-20 C Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A. UBI Banca S.p.A  
(99.92% stake)

Financial 
services

5,482

01-Jun-20 C Lorca Telecom BidCo Masmovil Ibercom SA  
(90.8% stake)

TMT 4,724

18-Sep-20 P CaixaBank SA Bankia S.A. Financial 
services

4,339

28-Apr-20 P National Pension Service; APG 
Group N.V.; Swiss Life Asset 
Management AG

Brisa-Auto Estradas de 
Portugal SA (81.2% stake)

Transportation Jose de Mello, SGPS S.A.; 
Arcus Infrastructure  
Partners LLP

4,121

15-Jul-20 P Energias de Portugal S.A. Viesgo Espana, SL Energy, 
mining & 
utilities

Macquarie Group Limited 2,700

21-Mar-20 C Marina Caprotti (private 
investor); Giuliana Albera 
(private investor)

Esselunga SpA (30% stake) Consumer Giuseppe Caprotti (private 
investor); Violetta Caprotti 
(private investor)

1,830

05-Feb-20 C Bain Capital, LP. Engineering Ingegneria 
Informatica SpA

Business 
services

Apax Partners LLP;  
NB Renaissance Partners

1,600

28-Jul-20 P BC partners - SOFIMA 
Consortium

IMA S.p.A. (48.4% stake) Industrials & 
chemicals

1,422

23-Jul-20 P Banco Santander, S.A. Uro Property Holdings SOCIMI, 
S.A. (85.04% stake)

Real estate Ziloti Holding SA 1,400

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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Green shoots
The biggest deal overall in Italy & Iberia in Q3 saw KKR buy a 
stake in Fibercop, a subsidiary of Telecom Italia. The PE group 
will acquire 37.5% of the company for €1.8bn on the basis of 
an enterprise value for Fibercop of €7.7bn. KKR has acquired a 
string of European telecoms assets in recent years and is keen 
to exploit valuations that look more affordable than for their 
US counterparts. The pandemic appears even to have opened 
opportunities in more resilient sectors such as TMT, with KKR 
also linked with a potential bid for the UK’s BT.

In Spain, CaixaBank agreed to buy rival Bankia for €4.3bn, the 
latest deal in a wave of consolidation among medium-sized 
European banks, which are searching for ways to improve 
profitability amid stiff competition. The transaction is the 
biggest Spanish banking deal in two decades.

In the third-largest deal of Q3, Portugal’s largest utility, EDP, 
unveiled a €2.7bn bid to acquire Spanish electricity company 
Viesgo. The deal includes Viesgo’s substantial renewable 
energy assets, with many analysts expecting policymakers to 
reaffirm their commitment to green energy investments in the 
wake of COVID-19. The EU’s Green Deal, for example, is one 
major initiative that aims to stimulate struggling economies 
through investment in green technologies and infrastructure.



Benelux



In a rundown market, firms are  
trying to adapt to the ‘new normal’
The Benelux countries have found themselves at the epicenter 
of Europe’s COVID-19 crisis. The Netherlands took a less 
restrictive approach to the crisis, opting not to lockdown its 
economy as aggressively as most other European countries; 
case numbers escalated rapidly.

Belgium made international headlines early in 
the crisis, reporting one of the highest death 
rates from the virus anywhere in the world, 
though its statisticians argue the country was 
simply more honest in the way it reported on 
the pandemic. Luxembourg also reported high 
numbers of cases, though in part this reflects 
the quality of its ambitious testing program.

Benelux M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Scarce dealmaking, low values
All three countries have suffered significant economic hardship. 
The Netherlands appears to have shown the greatest resilience 
– partly thanks to its less draconian lockdown – with the 
economy on course to shrink 5.1% this year before bouncing 
back in 2021. The forecast for Luxembourg is a contraction in 
GDP of around 6%.

In Belgium, the decline is expected to be closer to 8.8% in 2020, 
though this could worsen given the likelihood of a second wave 
of infections, prompting new restrictions in September.

To date this year, the Benelux countries have exhibited similar 
M&A trends as most of EMEA: a sound start to 2020, followed 
by a sharp decline in activity in Q2, and only a modest recovery 
through July, August, and September. 141 Benelux deals worth 
€6.3bn in aggregate were announced in Q3, up from 129 
deals worth €3.1bn the previous quarter. But even after that 
improvement, this year’s Q3 data pales in comparison to the 
same period in 2019, which logged €17.9bn on 208 deals.
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Rapid market evolution
The second- and third-largest Benelux deals in Q3 fell in 
the I&C sector, where consolidation and repositioning is 
occurring across Europe. Germany’s Covestro agreed to 
pay €1.6bn for the resins and coatings business of Dutch 
company Royal DSM, while PreZero, also of Germany, 
offered €1.1bn for Suez’s Netherlands-based recycling and 
recovery operations. However, even combined, they only 
barely surpassed in value terms the largest transaction of the 
quarter, which related to the Dutch telecoms space.

These larger deals meant TMT and I&C were by far the most 
active sectors by value in Q3 in the Benelux countries. No 
other industry generated deal values that came close to 
keeping pace during that three-month period.

On deal volumes, however, the figures tell a slightly different 
story. While TMT was the busiest sector by some margin (41 
Q3 deals), the business services (24), and consumer (20) 
sectors both recorded larger numbers of transactions than 
I&C (18) in the quarter.

The business services and consumer industries are 
contending with major developments in the wake of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, with organizations trying to keep up 
with the pace of change as the economy adapts to the ‘new 
normal’. One especially illustrative deal is strategic investor 
GSH Private Capital’s €200m purchase of IT firm Getronics 
(the fifth-largest Benelux deal in Q3), which will provide the 
business with new capital to develop products and services 
in fast-growing areas such as cloud computing.

Benelux top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

Benelux top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

Benelux top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

Benelux top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

EUR (m)

TMT 4,066
Industrials & chemicals 3,522
Business services 1,703
Consumer 72
Transportation 34

Deal count

Netherlands 184
Belgium 81
USA 49
France 28
Germany 26

Deal count

TMT 125
Business services 82
Industrials & chemicals 76
Consumer 48
Pharma, medical & biotech 42

EUR (m)

USA 4,697
Germany 3,026
France 2,939
Belgium 926
China 815
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Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

11-Sep-20 P Patrick Drahi (private investor) Altice Europe NV  
(50.94% stake)

TMT 2,500

30-Sep-20 P Covestro AG Royal DSM N.V. (Resins & 
Functional Materials business)

Industrials & 
chemicals

Royal DSM N.V. 1,600

16-Sep-20 P PreZero 
Wertstoffmanagement  
GmbH & Co. KG

Suez (Recycling & Recovery 
operations)

Industrials & 
chemicals

Suez 1,100

18-Jun-20 P Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & 
Co. L.P.

Roompot Vakanties BV Leisure PAI Partners SAS 1,000

26-Feb-20 C The Brink's Company G4S Plc (Cash Solutions 
business in 14 new markets)

Business 
services

G4S Plc 869

26-Mar-20 P Wingtech Technology Co., Ltd. Nexperia B.V.  (23.77% stake) TMT An investor group led by 
Hefei Xinping Industry 
Investment Fund (limited 
partnership)

815

28-Apr-20 C Colruyt Group;  
Korys Investments NV

Parkwind NV (20% stake) Energy, 
mining & 
utilities

Participatiemaatschappij 
Vlaanderen NV

701

25-Feb-20 P Blackstone Group L.P. NIBC Bank N.V. (60.6% stake) Financial 
services

J.C. Flowers & Co. LLC 668

09-Jan-20 C Ecolab Inc. CID LINES N.V. Industrials & 
chemicals

IK Investment Partners 
Limited

450

24-Jun-20 P Astorg Partners Normec Group Business 
services

Summit Partners LLP 350

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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Netherlands monopoly
Unsurprisingly, the Netherlands accounted for the most 
meaningful share of Benelux dealmaking. In part, this simply 
reflects the larger size of its economy and the location of  
the Euronext stock exchange in Amsterdam. But the 
Netherlands’ high scores in global rankings for innovation,  
trade, and education also attract significant international 
interest in its companies.

Indeed, while domestic deals accounted 
for the lion’s share of Benelux M&A activity 
by volume in Q3, cross-border transactions 
dominated in value terms, with bids from 
Germany, France, the US, UK, and Australia 
accounting for almost 95% of total deal value.

 
Nine of the 10 largest Benelux M&A deals announced in Q3 
involved the acquisition of a Dutch business. The biggest deal 
overall saw French businessman Patrick Drahi offer €2.5bn to 
minority shareholders in Altice Europe to take full control of 
the telecoms group where he already owns more than 75% of 
shares. Drahi’s plans to delist the business mirror a spate of 
similar deals in the sector across Europe, with investors and 
owners seeking to capitalize on the low valuations of listed 
telecoms companies; France’s Iliad and Spain’s MasMobil have 
been through similar processes.



Turkey, Middle East & Africa



COVID-19 and oil price volatility 
scupper hopes of rapid M&A rebound  
The Middle East’s experience of the COVID-19 pandemic has 
been far from uniform. Some countries hit hardest by the virus 
earlier in the year, notably Iran and the UAE, had to reintroduce 
tough restrictions in the autumn as cases again spiked.

Others, like Saudi Arabia, saw significant first waves, but have 
not suffered a meaningful resurgence. Israel, by contrast, 
avoided a major initial crisis with a tough lockdown, but have 
seen cases rise rapidly during the autumn.

Africa, meanwhile, has weathered the storm better than 
expected. Despite fears that its healthcare systems would be 
overrun, case numbers have remained relatively low. Various 
explanations have been proffered, from the continent’s relatively 
young population to its strong community health systems.

Turkey, Middle East & Africa M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Dealmaking KOed
No part of the world, however, has escaped the economic 
effects of the pandemic. With international trade hit hard 
and commodity prices depressed, the IMF predicts negative 
economic growth in most of Africa in 2020, though it expects 
the continent to outperform other regions.

Its forecasts for the Middle East are gloomier, with the region 
expected to contract by 5.7% this year. In oil-producing 
countries like Saudi Arabia, where price volatility has added 
to difficulties, the damage could be even more pronounced. 
Beyond COVID-19, other longstanding economic problems 
must still be contended with. Turkey’s economy, for example, 
continues to struggle with double-digit inflation.

Against this backdrop, M&A activity in Turkey, the Middle East 
& Africa has been depressed through the first three quarters of 
2020. And, unlike in other parts of EMEA, there are no signs of a 
Q3 bounce-back.
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Weaknesses laid bare
With several of the largest Q3 deals falling in I&C, the sector 
generated more M&A activity by value (€1.7bn) than any 
other in the subregion.

That fits a trend seen across much  
of EMEA, with consolidation among  
industrials continuing at pace, both in more 
resilient segments like agricultural supplies, 
and in areas where COVID-19 has exposed 
vulnerabilities.

By volume, TMT was the busiest sector in the subregion, with 
12 Q3 deals. Israel’s innovative technologies continue to 
attract international acquirers, though telecoms businesses 
across the region also drew bids.

TMEA top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

TMEA top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

TMEA top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

TMEA top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

EUR (m)

Energy, mining & utilities 30,926
Financial services 12,082
TMT 8,454
Industrials & chemicals 4,291
Consumer 4,238

Deal count

USA 40
South Africa 32
Israel 26
Turkey 24
United Arab Emirates 18

Deal count

TMT 61
Consumer 31
Energy, mining & utilities 31
Financial services 31
Industrials & chemicals 30

EUR (m)

United Arab Emirates 23,283
USA 15,412
Kuwait 8,885
Indonesia 2,686
United Kingdom 2,244



Source: Mergermarket

Turkey, Middle East & Africa top 10 announced deals, Q1-Q3 2020
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Vanishing megadeals 
The subregion logged just €5.5bn worth of transactions in 
Q3 2020, down from €40.5bn in Q2 (and from €10.6bn in Q3 
2019). It is worth noting that the Q2 data was skewed by Abu 
Dhabi National Energy’s €18.7bn merger with Abu Dhabi Power, 
creating one of EMEA’s largest utilities. Nevertheless, the Q3 
data in respect of deal volumes was also lackluster, with only 72 
transactions compared to 97 in Q2 and 139 in Q3 2019.

In the biggest deal of Q3 2020, Industries Qatar paid €848m 
for a 25% stake in Qatar Fertiliser Company, giving it full control 
of the company, one of the world’s biggest suppliers to the 
agriculture industry.

The second-largest deal came in the real estate space, with 
Public Investment Fund, the Saudi sovereign wealth fund, paying 
€632m for a stake in Emaar The Economic City, a development 
on the country’s Red Sea coast. Saudi Arabia also contributed 
Q3’s third-biggest transaction, namely Abunayyan Holdings’ 
€478m deal for the First Milling Company, the first stage in the 
privatization of the country’s flour milling sector.

In Africa, the biggest deal of Q3 saw French group Air Liquide 
pay €428m for energy and chemicals company Sasol’s giant 
oxygen production site in Secunda, South Africa. Sasol has been 
selling off assets ahead of a potential rights issue after being 
struck by the oil price slump.

Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

29-Apr-20 C Abu Dhabi National Energy 
Company PJSC

Abu Dhabi Power Corporation 
PJSC (Water and electricity 
generation, transmission, and 
distribution assets)

Energy, mining 
& utilities

Abu Dhabi Power 
Corporation PJSC

18,674

23-Jun-20 C Snam SpA; Ontario Teachers' 
Pension Plan; Brookfield Asset 
Management Inc.; GIC Private 
Limited; NH Investment & Securities 
Co., Ltd.; Global Infrastructure 
Partners, LLC

ADNOC Gas Pipeline Assets 
LLC (49% stake)

Energy, mining 
& utilities

Abu Dhabi National Oil 
Company

8,941

01-Mar-20 P Kuwait Finance House Ahli United Bank BSC Financial 
services

8,885

22-May-
20

P PT Indofood CBP Sukses Makmur 
TBK

Pinehill Company Limited Consumer Argyle Street 
Management Limited; 
Antony Salim (private 
investor)

2,686

17-Feb-20 C Port & Free Zone World FZE DP World PLC (19.55% stake) Transportation 2,508

01-Jun-20 C Zynga, Inc. Peak Oyun Yazilim ve 
Pazarlama A.S.

TMT Earlybird Venture 
Capital GmbH & Co 
KG; Hummingbird 
Ventures; Endeavor 
Catalyst

1,618

05-Mar-20 P United Brands Of Shisha  
Bidco Limited

Al-Eqbal Company for 
Investment PLC

Financial 
services

1,364

25-Jun-20 P Shikun & Binui Limited; Edeltech 
Group

Ramat Hovav power plant Energy, mining 
& utilities

Israel Electric 
Corporation Limited

1,107

16-Mar-20 C TPG Capital LP;  
Hellman & Friedman LLC

Checkmarx Limited TMT Insight Partners 1,031

22-Apr-20 C Sheikh Sultan Bin Tahnoon Al 
Nahyan (private investor)

Lulu Group International   
(20% stake)

Other 920

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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CEE & SEE



COVID-19 and ensuing oil crisis batter Russia, 
but ‘unicorn’ deals can still be uncovered 
The economic transformation of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) 
and South Eastern Europe (SEE) has been one of the main trends 
of the last few decades, with countries reporting strong and 
sustained growth between 1990-2018. This year, however, many 
in the region have been struck incredibly hard by COVID-19.

Above all, Russia has been hit hardest by the 
one-two punch of the pandemic-induced 
economic downturn and the stagnation of oil 
prices in the light of depressed demand.

 
The government has estimated the economy could contract by 
as much as 10% in 2020, though performance has proved more 
robust than expected in recent months.

CEE & SEE M&A activity,  
2017-Q3 2020

Fiscal stimuli mitigating worst effects
Russia’s economic stumble cannot be blamed entirely on 
the COVID-19 crisis; political tensions continue to constrain 
the country, with Moscow still facing a litany of sanctions, 
including measures hindering cross-border M&A activity.

Elsewhere, the outlook is somewhat better. Much of CEE 
has actually reported fewer cases and deaths – helped, in 
some cases, by the ability of authoritarian governments to 
introduce tough restrictions. Countries like Poland were  
also quick to introduce large stimulus programs to buttress 
their economies.

A similar picture has emerged in SEE, hit slightly later than 
much of Europe by the COVID-19 wave, and therefore given 
more time to prepare. The Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) points out that relatively 
low public debt levels across many SEE nations has provided 
significant headroom for fiscal support.

Dealmaking over the course of 2020 so far reflects this 
backdrop. The M&A market made a relatively healthy start 
to the year, but Q2 saw a sharp drop-off in activity. Q3 
exhibited some evidence of recovery, but the market is 
sluggish by historical comparisons.
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Hunting for unicorns 
At a sector level, TMT, energy, mining & utilities (EMU), and 
construction were the strongest areas by value in Q3 in 
CEE & SEE, held up almost entirely by the size of each one’s 
leading deal. By deal volumes, however, I&C was the busiest 
sector over the quarter (23 transactions), a trend seen in 
several other parts of EMEA as consolidation continues 
across that industry.

M&A activity in the CEE & SEE subregion was largely 
domestic, though French bids stood out in value terms, in 
large part due to the Iliad-PLAY deal (see page 39). 

CEE & SEE top sectors by value I Q1-Q3 2020

CEE & SEE top sectors by volume I Q1-Q3 2020

CEE top bidders by value I Q1-Q3 2020 

EUR (m)

TMT 8,287
Real estate 3,959
Energy, mining & utilities 3,803
Financial services 1,599
Leisure 743

Deal count

TMT 67
Industrials & chemicals 66
Energy, mining & utilities 46
Consumer 41
Business services 31

EUR (m)

Russia 7,708
France 4,036
Cyprus 1,624
Sweden 1,587
Hungary 1,434

38

CEE & SEE top bidders by volume I Q1-Q3 2020  

Deal count

Russia 70
Poland 38
Czech Republic 29
USA 15
United Kingdom 14

US bidders, who are usually much more active, were 
involved in only three transactions in the subregion 
in Q3. The largest US-led deal saw PE group One 
Equity Partners make a €200m strategic investment in 
Croatian cloud communications platform Infobip, the 
country’s first ‘unicorn’ with a $1bn valuation.



Source: Mergermarket

CEE & SEE top 10 announced deals, Q1-Q3 2020
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High values mask low activity
In value terms at least, M&A in CEE & SEE has bounced 
back somewhat, with deals worth €6.8bn announced in 
Q3 2020, up from €5.8bn in Q2. However, this total was 
generated by fewer deals – there were just 90 transactions 
in Q3, down from 115 in the previous quarter. Compared 
to 2019, when Q3 saw more than 187 deals, M&A activity 
remains markedly modest.

The biggest deal overall in the subregion in Q3 saw French 
telecoms group Iliad acquire PLAY Communications of 
Poland for €3.7bn. The transaction is just one of a long line 
of recent deals in the EMEA telecoms sector, with acquirers 
keen to capitalize on depressed valuations to extend their 
reach and build scale.

By contrast, the second-biggest deal in the subregion over 
the period fell in the EMU sector, where M&A across most 
of EMEA has been more limited. Fortiana Holdings, which is 
controlled by Russian investor Vladislav Sviblov, agreed to 
pay €1.4bn to acquire the 40% stake that it did not already 
hold in Highland Gold Mining, a UK-based company that 
operates mines in Russia.

Announced
date

Status* Bidder company Target company Sector Vendor company Deal value
(€m)

21-Sep-20 P Iliad SA PLAY Communications S.A. TMT Tollerton Investments 
Ltd; Kenbourne Invest 
II SARL

3,687

12-Feb-20 C Rostelecom PJSC Tele2 Russia Telecom (55% stake) TMT VTB Bank OAO; 
Rossiya Bank OAO; 
Invintel BV

1,903

06-Feb-20 C En+ Group plc En+ Group plc (21.37% stake) Industrials & 
chemicals

VTB Bank OAO 1,437

06-Apr-20 P Optima Investments Limited Globe Trade Centre S.A.  
(61.49% stake)

Real estate Lone Star Funds 1,429

31-Jul-20 P Fortiana Holdings Limited Highland Gold Mining Ltd Energy, mining 
& utilities

1,415

09-Jan-20 C Heimstaden Bostad AB Residomo SRO Real estate Blackstone Group L.P.; 
Round Hill Capital LLC

1,300

22-Apr-20 C A-Property LLC Elgaugol JSC (51% stake); 
Elga-Doroga OOO (51% stake); 
Mecheltrans-East OOO (51% stake)

Energy, mining 
& utilities

Mechel OAO 1,073

07-Feb-20 P UNIQA Insurance Group AG AXA SA (Poland, Czech Republic and 
Slovakia operations)

Financial 
services

AXA SA 1,002

13-Mar-20 C GLP Pte. Ltd Goodman Group (Central and Eastern 
Europe Logistics Portfolio)

Real estate Goodman Group 1,000

30-Apr-20 C Marathon Group; Agronova JSC Demetra-Holding LLC (49.99% stake) Agriculture VTB Bank OAO 918

*C= Completed; P= Pending
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